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We prove lower bounds for the Dirichlet energy of a unit vector field defined in
a perforated domain of R2 with nonzero degree on the outer boundary in terms of
the total diameter of the holes. We use this to derive lower bounds, and then
compactness results for sequences (u=) of minimizers or almost-minimizers of
GinzburgLandau functionals with coupling constant 1=2 tending to +.  1998
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let g: S1  S 1 map the circle to itself, with winding number d. It is well
known that, if d{0, then g cannot be extended to a continuous map
u: D  S1 defined on the whole disk. In factthis follows from a density
result of Schoen and Uhlenbeck (1983, J. Differential Geom. 18, 253268)
no finite energy extension can be defined on the whole disk. However
extensions can be defined on the disk less one or several holes. The smaller
the holes are, the greater the energy of the extension.
In the following, we will write
E(0, u)= 12 |
0
|{u(x)|2 dx
for the energy of a map u defined on 0. We will call radius of a compact
set A/R2 and write |A| the infimum over all finite coverings of A by open
disks D1 , ..., Dn of the sum r1+ } } } +rn where ri is the radius of Di . We
can define the radius of any compact subset of a metric space in the exact
same way.
We give a proof of the following result
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Theorem 1. (1) Let | be a compact subset of a bounded domain
0/R2, u: 0"|  S 1 a map and g its restriction to 0. We have
E(0"|, u)? |d | log
1
|||
&C,
where C depends only on 0 and the H 12 norm of g, and d is the winding
number of g.
(2) Moreover, we can locate the energy of u: for any \>’>||| there
are k, k|d | disjoint disks [Di]1ik , with radii at most ’ such that
E \0 & .
k
i=1
Di "|, u+? |d | log ’|||&C,
where C is the same constant as above, and \>0 depends on 0.
In a sense this lower bound is optimal, as shown by the map u(x)=x|x|
defined on an annulus with inner radius ||| and outer radius 1. Examples
with higher degree can easily be constructed using this one as a building
block.
A similar estimate was proved by Bethuel, Brezis and He lein [bbh2] and
was a key ingredient for proving convergence of minimizers of a Ginzburg
Landau type functional
E=(0, u)= 12 |
0
|{u(x)| 2+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx,
defined for complex valued maps u on a complex domain 0, = being a
parameter tending to zero. Their estimate is somewhat more precise than
ours, and was later improved by Han and Shafrir [hs], but in both cases
the increased precision comes at the price of an exponential dependence
of the constant C on the number of connected components of |. Lower
bounds can also be found in a paper of Brezis, Merle and Rivie re [bmr]
or in a recent preprint of Jerrard [jr].
In the first section we prove Theorem 1, as well as variants or generaliza-
tions for which the method adapts rather straightforwardly. Section 2 is
devoted to using the estimates in the setting of GinzburgLandau functionals.
There we are able to derive lower bounds and then get new proofs of the
convergence results in [bbh2]. These results were later generalized and
simplified by various authors: Bethuel and Rivie re [br], Struwe [st], Han
and Li [hl], Hadiji and Beaulieu [hb], Shafrir and Andre [sa], Rivie re
[tr], Lin [fhl],..., and we are able to recover some of these generalizations.
The main difference between our results and those cited above is that
we make no use of two toolsnamely a Pohozaev identity and a gradient
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estimate which play an essential role there. This allows for convergence
results for sequences of maps assuming only an upper bound on the energy,
without requiring them to be critical points of the considered energy. This
is similar in spirit to some results obtained by Almeida and Bethuel [ab]
on their way to finding critical points for this problem with variational
methods, but the method is quite different.
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND ITS VARIANTS
The proof of Theorem 1 goes as follows: first prove it in the simplest
possible case, that is when the domain and the hole are concentric disks.
Then cut up the domain into disjoint annuli on each of which the preceding
result is applied.
The Case of an Annulus
Recall the notation
E(0, u)= 12 |
0
|{u(x)| 2 dx.
We have the
Lemma 1.1. Let u: DR "Dr  S1 be a map defined on an open annulus,
with finite energy. Then for any rsR, the restriction of u to Ds is in
H12 and thereforesee Boutet de Monvel, Georgescu and Purice [bdm],
the quantity deg(u, Ds)=d, where deg stands for the winding number, is
well defined and does not depend on s, and we have
E(DR"Dr , u)?d 2 log(Rr).
Proof. Let (r, 3) be polar coordinates on the annulus, then
E(DR"Dr , u)
1
2 |
R
r
|
2?
0
1
s2
|u3 | 2 s d3 ds,
where u3 is the derivative of u with respect to 3. But
|
2?
0
|u3 | d32? |d |,
thus, using the CauchySchwarz inequality
E(DR "Dr , u)
1
2 |
R
r
2? |d | 2
s
ds.
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Integrating yields the result for sufficiently smooth u, the Lemma is proved
for general u # H1 by a density argument. K
Below is a similar lower bound for a gauge-invariant functional with
group U(1). As before, u: DR "Ds  S1 is a map defined on an open
annulus in R2, and the connection is a one form on the annulus with values
in the Lie algebra of U(1), identified with iR. The connection is A=
Ax dx+Ay dy and we see it as a map A : u : DR"Ds  R2. Let
EA(0, u)= 12 ||
0
|{Au| 2 dx dy,
where {Au=(ux&iAxu, uy&iAyu) is the covariant gradient, and
F(0, A)= 12 ||
0
|curl A| 2 dx dy.
(see [jt] of [br] for a discussion of this gauge invariant functional).
We have the
Lemma 1.2. Assume deg(u, DR)=d. Then
EA(DR "Dr , u)+(R&r) F(DR , A)?d 2 \log Rr &
1
2
(R&r)+
Note that the curvature term has to be integrated over the whole disk. Here
we assume that both u and A are in H1.
Proof. Let #s be the circle with radius s, and { a unit tangent vector
to #s . We will denote A, {u the covariant derivative in the direction {. Now
EA(DR"Dr , u)= 12 |
R
r
|
#s
|{Au| 2 dl ds
 12 |
R
r
|
#s
|A, {u| 2 dl ds.
But, writing locally u as ei,, |A, {u|=|,{&A .{|. Inserting this in the
previous inequality and using CauchySchwarz we get
EA(DR"Dr , u)
1
2 |
R
r
1
length(#s) \|#s ,{&A .{ dl+
2
ds.
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The integral of ,{ over #s is 2?d, the degree, while
|
#s
A .{ dl=||
Ds
curl A dx dy
?12s \||Ds |curl A|
2 dx dy+
12
=s?12 212 F(Ds , A)12.
This last quantity being less than (2?)12 sF(Dr , A)12. Thus
EA(DR "Dr , u)
1
2 |
R
r
2? d 2&2 ds(2?)12 F(DR , A)12
s
ds.
Integrating yields
EA(DR "Dr , u)+(R&r) F(DR , A)
?d 2 log
R
r
&(R&r)((2?F(DR , A))12 d&F(DR , A)),
and then
EA(DR "Dr , u)+(R&r) F(DR , A)?d 2 \log Rr &
1
2
(R&r)+ .
Again this proves the Lemma for smooth u, A. The general case follows
from a density argument. K
The last Lemma deals with higher dimensions: BR "Br is a spherical
annulus in Rn and u: BR"Br  Sn&1, the unit n&1 sphere has finite n-energy
En(BR "Br , u)=
1
n |BR"Br |{u(x)|
n dx.
Lemma 1.4. If d=deg(u, BR), then
En(BR "Br , u)Cn |d |nn&1 log
R
r
,
where Cn=((n&1)&n2n) Volume(Sn&1)n&2n&1.
Proof. We have, denoting by Ss the n&1 sphere of radius s,
En(BR "Br , u)=
1
n |
R
r
|
Ss
|{u|n d_ ds.
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Denoting by J(u)(x) the determinant of the differential of u at xwhich is
an n&1 times n&1 matrixthe pointwise inequality |{u|n(n&1)&n2
J(u)nn&1 is true. Therefore
En(BR "Br , u)
(n&1)&n2
n |
R
r
|
Ss
J(u)nn&1 d_ ds.
Using Ho lder’s inequality and the fact that
|
Ss
J(u) d_=d Volume(Sn&1)
we get
En(BR"Br , u)
(n&1)&n2
n
|d |nn&1 |
R
r
Volume(Ss)&1n&1 Volume(Sn&1) ds.
=
(n&1)&n2
n
Volume(S n&1)n&2n&1 |d |nn&1 log
R
r
,
proving the Lemma for smooth u. For u in Hn we use a density argument.
Note that the map u  deg(u, BR) is continous in the Hn topology (see
Brezis and Nirenberg [bn]). K
Cutting up the Domain
In the previous section, we have derived lower bounds for the energy of
a map of degree d in an annulus DR "Dr . Call f (r, R, d ) this lower bound.
In each of the cases above, f has the following properties:
(1) f (r, s, d )+ f (s, t, d )= f (r, t, d ) whenever r<s<t.
(2) f (r, s, d )|d | f (r, s, 1)
(3) f (r, s, 1) is continuous decreasing in r, increasing in s, and
vanishes for r=s. It is in particular positive if s>r.
The last property of f is the only non-trivial one:
(4) if f (ri , si , 1) are the same number : for i=1, ..., n, with risi ,
then
: f \ :
n
i=1
ri , :
n
i=1
si , 1+ .
Now the setting is the following: X is a bounded smooth domain in Rn
and | is a compact subset of X.
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The degree deg is a homomorphism from the n&1 homotopy group of
X"| to the integers. If A is a spherical annulus in X"|, every nontrivial
sphere in A has the same degree that we write deg(A).
The energy is a positive, super-additive set function F on X. F is such
that if xn  x and r<d(x, X) then lim infn F(B(xn , r))B(x, r). Moreover,
F is bounded from below by f, that is if A=Bs"Br /X"| is an open
annulus with r, s as inner and outer radii, then
(5) F(Br) f (r, s, deg(A))+F(Bs).
Now we are ready to prove the following
Proposition. Suppose f and F verify properties (1) to (5) above, | is at
a distance greater than 2\ from X and let d=deg(X ). Then
(1) We have the lower bound
F(X)|d | f ( |||, \, 1),
where ||| is the radius of |.
(2) For any \’||| there is a family of k, k|d | disjoint balls
B1 , ..., Bk in X, all with radius at most ’ and such that
:
k
i=1
F(Bi)|d | f ( |||, ’, 1).
Proof. The Proposition is proved by computing a lower bound for the
energy in a family of bigger and bigger annuli.
First remark that from the definition of ||| we can assume that | is a
finite disjoint union of closed balls. For suppose the Proposition is true in
this case, then for a general | and any covering of | by disjoint balls
B1 , ..., Bn with total radius r=r1+ } } } +rn we get
F(X )|d | f (r, \, 1),
and then, taking the supremum over all coverings, the first part of the
Proposition follows.
To prove the second assertion, fix some ’ and consider for each n a
covering of | with total radius r<|||+1n. Applying the second part of
the Proposition we get a family B1(n), ..., Bkn(n) of disjoint balls with radius
at most ’ and such that
:
kn
i=1
F(Bi)|d | f ( |||+1n, ’, 1).
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Extracting a subsequence, we may assume that kn=k does not depend on n.
Moreover, since X is compact, and extracting another subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that for any 1ik the center of Bi (n)
converges as n tends to + to some ai . Letting Bi=B(ai , ’i), where ’i is
the superior limit as n   of the radius of Bi (n), we get
:
k
i=1
F(Bi)lim inf
n  +
:
k
i=1
F(Bi (n))|d | f ( |||, ’, 1).
Moreover the balls Bi are disjoint, proving the second assertion of the
Proposition.
Suppose then |=i Bi and let ri be the radius of Bi . Assume also
|||=i ri . We say that this is our family of balls at time t=0. We proceed
to define the family Bi (t) for positive time t>0. We will denote by di (t) the
degree of the sphere Bi (t), by ri (t) the radius of Bi (t) and define in
addition the seed size =i (t) of Bi (t). Initially, =i (0)=ri (0).
Suppose that the family is defined at some time t0, and that the
quantity f (=i (0), ri (t), 1) is the same for all the balls Bi (t), call it :(t). Two
cases may occur.
Either Bi (t) & Bj (t)=< for every i{ j, we may then perform expansion.
Expansion. As time increases, we leave =i (s) constant and expand each
ball without changing its center in a way such that the quantity :(s)=
f (=i (s), ri (s), 1) remains the same for all the balls, and is a continuous
increasing function of t. We stop expanding either when two balls bump
into each other or when one of the balls intersects X. (See Fig. 1).
When two balls touch each other we perform merging.
Merging. Suppose Bi(t) & Bj (t){<, we include both balls in a larger
one B. If the closure of B intersects, say, Bk(t), we enlarge it again, and so
forth so as to finally get a ball B that contains balls B1(t), ..., Bl (t) and that
FIGURE 1
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does not intersect the other balls of the family at time t. Furthermore we
can assume that B has radius r no greater than r1(t)+ } } } +rl (t) (see Fig. 1).
The family at time t is redefined to be the original family less B1(t), ..., Bl (t),
plus the ball B we just constructed. The degree d of B is equal to d1(t)
+ } } } +dl (t). The seed size = of B is defined to be such that
f (=, r, 1)= f (=i (t), ri (t), 1)=:(t),
for any i.
Such an = exists. Choose 1il. Then rri thus, as = increases from
=i to r, f (=, r, 1) continuously decreases from some number greater than
f(=i (t), ri (t), 1) to zero. Then there must be a suitable = in the interval [=i , r].
After merging, either one of the balls intersects X or we resume expanding.
Properties. This way we have a family of balls in decreasing number
such that at any time t>0 for which the family is defined:
(a) |/i Bi (t). This is true at t=0 and clearly i Bi (t)/ i Bi (s)
for all s>t.
(b) =i (t) is less than
$(Bi (t))= :
[ jBj(0)/Bi(t)]
|Bj (0)|.
This is obviously true at t=0, and remains so during expansion phases.
The property is also preserved through merging. Indeed if B1(t), ..., Bl (t)
are merged into B, and because they are disjoint,
$(B)=:
i
$(Bi (t)):
i
=i (t).
Moreover, by definition of merging, for any i
:(t)= f (=i (t), ri (t), 1)= f (=, r, 1).
Also, from property (4) of f,
:(t) f \ :
l
i=1
=i (t), :
l
i=1
ri (t), 1+ .
We deduce that
f \ :
l
i=1
=i (t), :
l
i=1
ri (t), 1+ f (=, r, 1),
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Which implies, since li=1 ri(t)r, that 
l
i=1 =i (t)=. We conclude that
$(B)=.
(c) For any ball B of the family, with radius r, seed size = and
degree d,
F(B)|d | f (=, r, 1).
At time t=0 the inequality reduces to F(<)0, which is true.
Suppose that the inequality is true at time t and that no merging occurs
between t and t+s. Then
F(B(t+s)) f (r(t), r(t+s), d )+F(B(t))
 f (r(t), r(t+s), d )+ f (=, r(t), d ),
|d | f (=, r(t+s), 1)
proving the inequality at time t+s. Note that we have written =, d with no
time dependance since these quantities do not vary during expansion
phases. We also used the fact that f (r, s, d )|d | f (r, s, 1).
Finally the inequality remains true through merging. If B1(t), ..., Bl (t)
merge into B, then
F(B) :
l
i=1
F(Bi (t)) :
l
i=1
|di (t)| f (=i (t), ri (t), 1)|d | f (=, r, 1).
Indeed f (=i (t), ri (t), 1) for 1il and f (=, r, 1) have the same value, and
d=i di (t).
Conclusion. The process comes to an end when one of the balls
intersects X. When this happens its radius is at least \ since it intersects
also | and | is at a distance at least 2\ from X. Call this ball B, = its seed
size and write := f (=, \, 1). Since =$(B)||| ,
: f ( |||, \, 1).
Therefore, if B1 , ..., Bn is our family of balls,
F(X ) :
n
i=1
F(Bi): :
n
i=1
|di ||deg(X )| f ( |||, \, 1).
The first assertion of the proposition is proved.
To prove the second assertion, it suffices to stop the process as soon as
one of the balls, call it B, has radius equal to ’. Then one chooses k balls,
k|d | from the family such that the sum of the corresponding degrees has
absolute value at least |d |. The balls are disjoint and the sum of the
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energies in each of the balls is greater than |d | f (=, ’, 1), where = is the seed
size of B. Since =|||,
|d | f (=, ’, 1)|d | f ( |||, ’, 1),
and the second assertion is proved. K
Theorem 1 and Its Variants
Proof of Theorem 1. Let u: 0  S1 be a map defined on a smooth
bounded domain in R2. Denote by g its restriction to 0, and d the
winding number of the map gthat is the sum of the winding numbers of
g restricted to each connected component of 0.
First we extend u in a neighborhood 02\ of 0, for some \>0 depending
on 0. This is possible, and requires an amount of energy C=C(0, &g&H 12(0))
see for instance Bethuel and Demengel [bd]. We still denote the
extended map by u.
Second we apply the Proposition of the previous section. Let X=02\ ,
the degree is the function deg(#)=deg(u, #)where # is a closed path in
X"| and deg(u, #) the winding number of u restricted to #. Finally, let
f (r, s, d )=?d 2 log(sr), F(A)=E(A"|, u).
Properties (1), (2), and (3) of f are easily verified. For Property (4), note
that if sr= pq then these numbers are also equal to (s+ p)(r+q), hence
f (r, s, 1)= f (r+q, s+ p, 1).
Property (5) is just Lemma 1.
The first conclusion of the Proposition is
E(02\"|, u)? |d | log
\
|||
.
Thus
E(0"|, u)? |d | log
\
|||
&C.
But \ depends only on 0, therefore we can include the term ? |d | log \ in
the constant C, proving the first assertion of Theorem 1. The second
assertion is obtained in a similar way. K
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 give rise to similar theorems.
Theorem 1$. Let 0 be a smooth bounded domain in R2, and | a compact
subset of 0. Let u: 0"|  S 1 and A: 0  R2.
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If u has winding number d then
EA(0"|, u)+F(0, A)? |d | log
1
|||
&C,
where C depends only on 0 and the restriction of u, A to 0. The quantities
EA(0"|, u), F(0, A) are defined in Lemma 1.2.
Moreover, for any \’|||, there exists k, k|d | disjoints balls
B1 , ..., Bk of radii less than ’ such that
:
k
i=1
EA(0 & Bi"|, u)+F(0 & Bi , A)? |d | log
’
|||
&C,
where C is the same constant as above.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1: first extend u, A to a
neighborhood 02\ of 0. This requires an energy C.
Next apply the Proposition, with X=02\ , and
f (r, s, d )=?d 2 \log sr&
1
2
(s&r)+ , F(U)=EA(U"|, u)+|U | F(U, A).
Properties (1), (2), (3) for f are easily verifiednote however that f is
increasing in s and decreasing in r only for r, s<2. This is not a problem
to us as we shall see.
To prove property (4), assume that risi for 1in are such that
f(ri , si , 1) are all the same number :. Let R=r1+ } } } +rn , S=s1+ } } } +sn ,
then
log
si
ri
=:+
1
2
(si&ri):+
1
2
(S&R).
Since log(SR)supi log(si ri) we get log(SR):+ 12 (S&R) hence
f (R, S, 1):,
proving property (4).
F(U) is a super-additive set function because if U and V are disjoint,
then |U _ V |sup( |U |, |V | ), hence
F(U _ V )=EA(U"|, u)+EA(V"|, u)+|U _ V | (F(U, A)+F(V, A)),
is greater than F(U)+F(V ).
Now the degree being defined as deg(#)=deg(u, #) for any path # in
02\"|, property (5) is just Lemma 1.2. The Proposition thus applies and
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its second assertion used with ’=inf(\, 1) yields the existence of k, k|d |
disjoint balls B1 , ..., Bk in 02\ such that
:
k
i=1
EA(Bi"|, u)+F(Bi , A)? |d | log
inf (\, 1)
|||
&
? |d |
2
(inf (\, 1)&||| ).
The first assertion of the Theorem follows by noting that inf (\, 1) and d
depend respectively on 0 and the restriction of u to 0, and substracting
the energy C of (u, A) on 02\"0.
The second assertion follows in a similar way. K
We only state the next Theorem: its proof is identical to that of
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1". Let 0 be a smooth domain in Rn, and u: 0  Sn&1, n>2.
If d=deg(u, 0) and | is a compact subspace of 0, then
E(0"|, u)Cn |d | nn&1 log
1
|||
&C,
where C depends only on 0 and the H nn&1 norm of the restriction of u to
0. Cn is the constant defined in Lemma 1.3.
Moreover, for any \>’>||| there are k, k|d | disjoint balls B1 , ..., Bk
with radii less than ’ such that
:
k
i=1
E(0 & Bi"|, u)Cn |d |nn&1 log
’
|||
&C,
where C is the same constant as above.
Remarks and Open Problems
The 2-d problem. Note that Theorem 1 is almost trivial if 0"| is
topologically an annulus. In fact, in this case the statement can be made
more precise. Suppose u: 0"|  S1 has winding number d on 0, and
minimizes energy among maps having degree d on 0. Then, as noted in
[bbh], writing locally u=ei,, one gets a multi-valued harmonic function ,
with vanishing normal derivative on (0"|).
The harmonic conjuguate of ,, though, because of the vanishing of the
normal derivative of , is a well defined harmonic function ,* on 0"|, and
has same Dirichlet energy as , and u. The condition that u has winding
number d on 0 translates to ,* as
|
0
,*
&
=2?d,
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whereas the vanishing of the normal derivatives of , implies that ,* is
constant on 0 and |. Call a and b the values taken on by ,* on each
of the two boundary components. Then
E(0"|, ,*)=|b&a| 2 cap(|, 0),
where cap(|, 0) is the electrostatic capacity of | in 0. But integration by
parts of the energy integral yields
E(0"|, ,*)=? |d | |b&a|.
Hence, combining the two,
E(0"|, ,*)=E(0"|, u)=
?2 |d | 2
cap(|, 0)
. (1)
When | is connected and 0 is, say, the unit disk, this is a better estimate
than ?d 2 log(1||| ). The two agree in fact if 0"| is an annulus. However
if | is for instance a Cantor type set our lower bound blows up while (1)
remains finite.
In fact, translating our problem to ,* in the case of a multiply connected
hole | would give the following question: estimate the least possible energy
of a function defined in 0"| subject to the following constraints:
|
0
,*
&
=2?d, |
#
,*
&
# 2?Z,
for any closed path #/0"|. Dropping the second assumption, the answer
would be (1) of course.
Higher dimensions. Theorem 1" above although it seems a natural
generalization of Theorem 1 is not nearly as interesting. In fact, as we shall
see in the next section, the quantity that should appear in the lower bound
in dimension three for instance is not the radius of | but maybe the surface
of 0, or something bounded from above by the surface of 0. For
instance, if u: B3"|  S2 is the identity map when restricted to B3, then
E3(B3"|, u) should blow up as | shrinks to become a piece of hair. There
is no evidence of this in Theorem 1". In fact we have not been able to prove
such a lower bound even assuming | is diffeomorphic to a sphere. Such an
estimate could help to simplify the analysis carried out in [hl], among
other things.
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LOWER BOUNDS FOR GINZBURGLANDAU FUNCTIONALS
In what follows, we are given a continuous function f defined on R+ and
such that
(i) If x{1, f (x)>0,
(ii) f (1)=0 and f admits a nonvanishing Taylor expansion at x=1.
(iii) lim+ f =+.
A typical example is f (x)=(1&x2)2.
For all =>0 and any u: 0  C, set
E=(0, u)= 12 |
0
|{u(x)| 2+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx,
where 0 is a smooth bounded domain of R2 and |u| denotes the modulus
of u. The functionals E= are said to be of GinzburgLandau type.
General Maps
Theorem 2. Let g: 0  S1 be a boundary map and d=deg(g, 0).
Then for all u: 0  C such that u= g on 0, we have
E=(u)? |d | log
1
=
&C,
where C depends only on 0, f, and K=&g&H 12 .
Proof. We will be using in this proof the following notation: for all
t # R+
0t=[ |u|t], #t=0t"0, and 3(t)=|
0t }{
u
|u| }
2
(x) dx. (2)
By the coarea formula
E=(0, u)=
1
2 |
+
0 _|#t |{ |u| | (x)+
=&2f (t)
|{ |u| | (x)
dx&&t23 $(t) dt.
Let
n(t)=|
#t
|{ |u| | 2(x) dx.
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By the CauchySchwarz inequality
|
#t
1
|{ |u| |
(x) dx
*2(#t)
n(t)
,
where *(#t) is the length of #t . Now, for 0<t<1, because |u|#1 on
0, 0t & 0=<. Hence
*(#t)=*(0t)|0t |,
wherewe recall|0t | is the radius of 0t . It follows that E=(0, u) is
greater than
1
2 |
1
0
n(t)+
=&2f (t) |0t | 2
n(t)
&t23 $(t) dt|
1
0
=&1f 12(t) |0t |+t3(t) dt. (3)
Here we have performed integration by parts on the term t23 $(t). By
Theorem 1, 3(t)&2? |d | log |0t |&C(0, K), thus
E=(0, u)|
1
0
=&1f 12(t) |0t |&2t? |d | log |0t |&tC(0, K ) dt. (4)
In order to conclude, we first notice that for a fixed t the integrand in (4)
achieves its minimum for |0t |=2=t? |d | f &12(t), hence the inequality
E=(0, u)? |d | log
1
=
&2C(0, K )+? |d | |
1
0
2t&t log \ 2t? |d |f 12(t) + dt.
Finally, the fact that f has a nonvanishing Taylor expansion at t=1
guarantees that the rightmost integral above converges. Its value depends
only on 0, K, f and |d |. But |d | can be estimated in terms of K. The
Theorem is proved. K
Remarks. (a) The estimate in Theorem 1" is unfortunately not
sufficient to prove a result like Theorem 2 in higher dimensions. The
explanation for this regretable fact is that one needs a lower bound of the
n-energy not in terms of the radius of the hole like in Theorem 1", but in
terms of the (n&1)-dimensional volume of the boundary of the hole.
(b) Theorem 1 asserted that besides a lower bound for the energy,
there is a concentration of this energy at a finite number of points. It is not
certain that such a statement is true under the assumptions of Theorem 2
though it seems likely. However we will see in the next section that with an
additional upper bound on the energy concentration holds.
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A corollary of Theorem 2 is, writing
e=(u)=|
0
|{u(x)| 2+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx,
Corollary. Let g: 0  C be a boundary map that never vanishes and
d=deg(g| g|, 0). Then for all u: 0  C such that u= g on 0, we have
E=(u, 0\)? |d | log
1
=
&C,
where C depends only on 0, f, and e=(u).
To prove this we extend u in a neighborhood 0\ of 0 in such a way that
Theorem 2 can be applied to u on the bigger domain 0\ . More precisely,
suppose u has been extended to a map defined on 0\that we still call
usuch that
(i) |u|#1 on 0\ .
(ii) E=(0\"0, u)C, with C depending only on 0, f, and e=(u).
(iii) The norm of u in H 12(0\) is less than C, with C depending
only on 0, f, and e=(u).
Then applying Theorem 2 to u on 0\ yields a lower bound for E=(0\ , u)
andusing property (ii) abovea lower bound for E=(0, u) and proving
the Corollary.
We need only to show that such an extension can be constructed. This
is the object of
Lemma. There is a \ depending only on 0 such that u can be extended
to a map u: 0\  C satisfying properties (i), (ii), and (iii) above, with
0\=[xd(x, 0)<\].
Proof. First, we claim that for any C0 , there is an =0>0 such that if
=<=0(C) and e=(u)<C0 then |u| is greater than 12 on all of 0. Indeed,
let us argue by contradiction: consider a sequence un of maps such that
e=n(un)C, with =n  0, and inf0( |un | )<12 for all n. Since e=(un)0, and
by the compact inclusion H1(0)/C(0), a subsequence of (un)n converges
uniformly to some u0 with modulus one since e=(u0)<C0 for all =>0. This
is impossible since inf0( |u0 | )12.
Assume that e=(u)<C0 with =<=0(C0), so that |u|>12.
We choose \ small enough so that if n(x) denotes the outward normal
to 0 at x # 0, the map ,(x, s)=x+sn(x) defined on 0_[0, s) is a
smooth parametrization of 0\ "0.
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We extend u on 0\"0 in the most obvious way by letting
u(x+sn(x))=u(x) \ s\ |u| (x)+1&
s
\+ ,
for all (x, s) # 0_[0, \). Then |u|#1 on 0\ and moreoverletting
m=sup |{,|we have
&{u&2L2 (0\)4m
2 &{u&2L2 (0) ,
and it is not difficult to bound E=(0\"0, u) in terms of \, e=(u) and m.
The Lemma is proved. K
Maps with an Upper Bound on E=
In this section we concentrate on the class of maps for which an upper
bound of these type
E=(u)? |d | log
1
=
+C
is true. These maps could be for instance minimizers of E= with fixed
boundary data (see [bbh2]), but they also arise when critical point theory
is used on the functionals E= (see [ab]). The result we get is that, as = tends
to zero, the energy of these maps concentrates at |d | points at most.
Theorem 3. Let u: 0  C satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2 plus the
upper bound E=(0, u)? |d | log(1=)+C1 , then
|
0
|{ |u| | 2(x)+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dxC2 ,
where C2 depends only on C1 , 0, f and K=&u&H 12(0) .
Moreover, there is some C3>0 depending only on C1 , 0, f and K such
that for any C &13 >’>C3 = one can find k disjoint disks [Di]1ik , k|d |,
with radii less than ’ such that
E= \0> .
k
i=1
Di , u+? |d | log(1’)+C3 .
Proof. Before we begin the proof, we define a map v by v(x)=u(x) for
those x such that |u(x)|1 and v=u|u| elsewhere. Clearly E=(0, v)
E=(0, u), so that v satisfies the hypothesis of this Theorem.
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On the other hand, because of the lower bound of Theorem 2 and the
preceding remark we have
? |d | log
1
=
&CE=(0, v)E=(0, u)? |d | log
1
=
+C1 ,
so that |E=(0, v)&E=(0, u)|C. Thus if we prove Theorem 2 for v it will
be proved for u as well. Assume that u=v, i.e., |u|1.
We use the same notations as in Theorem 2C is any constant
depending only on C1 , 0, f and K. We also write
T(u)=&12 |
+
0
t23 $(t) dt, N(u)= 12 |
0
|{ |u| | 2 (x)+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx.
We know from the proof of Theorem 2 that
I=|
1
0
t=&1 |0t | f 12(t) dtN(u)
(5)
J=|
1
0
t? |d | log
1
|0t |
dt&C|
1
0
t3(t) dtT(u).
Moreover
I+J? |d | log
1
=
&C(0, K, f ).
Now we know that T(u)+N(u)? |d | log(1=)+C1 so that
|N(u)&I |C and |T(u)&J |C, (6)
wherewe recallC denotes a quantity depending only on 0, K, f, and C1 .
Also
\T(u)&? |d | log 1=++N(u)C. (7)
From (5)
T(u)&? |d | log
1
=
|
1
0
t? |d | log
=
|0t |
dt&C.
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Since log xx12
T(u)&? |d | log
1
=
&|
1
0
t? |d | \ |0t |= +
12
dt&C
&C \_|
1
0
t? |d |
|0t |
=
dt&
12
+1+
=&C(I12+1).
combining with (6) and (7) yields
N(u)&C(N(u)12+1)C,
which implies a bound on N(u) depending only on 0, f, K and C1 . The
first assertion of the Theorem is proved.
We use this bound on N(u) together with (5) to get
|
1
0
t=&1 |0t | f 12(t) dtC,
while (6) implies
|
1
0 } t3(t)&t? |d | log
1
|0t | } dtC.
Hence there is some t0 # [12, 1] such that |0t0 |C= and
}3(t0)&? |d | log 1|0t0 | }C. (9)
By Theorem 3 we know that for every \’C=where \ depends only
on 0there exist k disjoints disks [Di]1ik , k|d |, with radii less than
’ and such that
|
i Di }{
u
|u| }
2
(x) dx? |d | log
’
|0t0 |
.
Comparing with (9) we get
|
0"i Di }{
u
|u| }
2
(x) dx? |d | log(1’)+C.
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This implies, letting
T=|
0"i Di
|u| 2 }{ u|u| }
2
(x) dx,
that T? |d | log(1’)+C, since |u|1. Noting that
E= \0>.i Di , u+=T+N,
where
N=|
0"i Di
|{ |u| | 2 (x)+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx,
we find NN(u). Since N(u)C, this amounts to
E= \0>.i Di , u+? |d | log(1’)+C,
and the Theorem is proved. K
Variants
We give results similar to those of the previous section in the case of the
gauge-invariant functional of Theorem 1$. The potential f is as before, and
for u: 0  C, A: 0  R2 and =>0, let
F=(0, A, u)= 12 ||
0
|{Au(x)| 2+|curl A(x)| 2+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dx,
where {A u={u&iAu.
We have the following result:
Theorem 2$. Suppose that |u|#1 on 0, deg(u, 0)=d. Then
F(0, A, u)? |d | log
1
=
&C,
where C depends only on 0, f, and the restrictions of u, A to 0.
Proof. We will be using in this proof the following notation: for all
t # R+
0t=[ |u|t], #t=0t"0,
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and
3(t)=|
0t }{A
u
|u| }
2
(x) dx+|
0
|curl A(x)| 2 dx.
By the coarea formula
F=(0, A, u)=
1
2 |
+
0 _|#t |{ |u| | (x)+
=&2f (t)
|{ |u| | (x)
dx&&t23 $(t) dt.
Let
n(t)=|
#t
|{ |u| | 2(x) dx.
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we find that F=(0, u) is greater than
1
2 |
1
0
n(t)+
=&2f (t) |0t | 2
n(t)
&t23 $(t) dt|
1
0
=&1f 12(t) |0t |+t3(t) dt.
Using Theorem 1$ 3(t)&2? |d | log |0t |&C, here C depends only on 0
and the restrictions of u, A to 0. Thus
F=(0, A, u)|
1
0
=&1f 12(t) |0t |&2t? |d | log |0t |&tC dt.
We conclude as in Theorem 2. K
The equivalent of Theorem 3 is
Theorem 3$. Let u, A be as in Theorem 2 and assume that, moreover
F=(0, u)? |d | log(1=)+C1 .
Then
|
0
|{ |u| | 2 (x)+=&2f ( |u| )(x) dxC2 ,
where C2 depends only on C1 , 0, f and the restrictions of u, A to 0.
Moreover, there is some C3>0 depending only on C1 , 0, f and the
restrictions of u, A to 0 such that for any C &13 >’>C3= one can find k
disjoint disks [Di]1ik , k|d |, with radii less than ’ such that
F= \0>.
k
i=1
Di , u+? |d | log(1’)+C3 .
The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3, we omit it.
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Convergence of Maps
In this section as in the previous one, 0 is a smooth bounded domain
of the complex plane and g: 0  S1 is a map of topological degree d
whose H12-norm we denote by K. We have the
Theorem 4. Let [=n] be a seqence of positive numbers converging to
zero. Suppose un : 0  C is a corresponding sequence of maps agreeing with
g on 0 and such that for all n
E=n(u, 0)? |d | log
1
=n
+C1 ,
where C1 is a fixed constant.
Then there is a subsequence of maps still denoted by [un] and |d | points
a1 , ..., ad in 0 such that [un] converges weakly in H 1loc(0 "[a1 , ..., ad]) to an
S1-valued map u*.
Proof. Repeatingly using Theorem 8, we know that for any integer n,
and any
C &13 >’>C3=n (10)
there is a collection of disks Dn(’) of radii less than ’ such that k|d | and
E= \0> .D # Dn(’) D, un+? |d | log(1’)+C3 . (11)
Consider a sequence ’p converging to zero such that ’1<C &13 . For n
large enough, inequality (10) holds with ’=’1 and thus we have a corre-
sponding collection Dn(’1) of disks with radii less than ’1 whose centers
make up a set Cn(’1) of at most |d | points in 0. Taking a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that Cn(’1) converges as n tends to + to a
collection C1 of at most |d | points in 0 .
We repeat this process with ’2 so as to obtain for each n two collections
of disks Dn(’1), Dn(’2) such that (11) holds with ’=’1 or ’2and such
that the centers of the disks Cn(’1), Cn(’2) converge to respective sets of at
most |d | points in 0 denoted by C1 , C2 . Repeating this again with ’p , for
every p>0, and using a diagonal argument we find a subsequence [un]
such that for any n and any pn there is a collection of disks Dn(’p) such
that (11) holds with ’=’p . Moreoverdenoting by Cn(’p) the centers of
the diskswe may assume that for each p the sequence [Cn(’p)] converges
in the sense of Hausdorff distance to a collection Cp of at most |d | points
in 0 .
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Taking a further subsequence if necessary we can assume that [Cp] itself
converges as p tends to + to a collection L=[a1 , ..., ak] of points in 0
with k|d |. Now we prove that up to another subsequence, un  u*
weakly in H 1loc(0 "[a1 , ..., ad]).
For any *>0, there are integers N and p0 such that n>N implies
’p0<*2 and dH(Cn(’p0), L)<*2, where dH denotes Hausdorff distance.
This implies using (11) that for all n>N we have
E= \0> .x # L D(x, *)+? |d | log(1’p0)+C3 ,
so that [un] is bounded in H1(0 "x # L D(x, *)). Taking a subsequence if
necessary this yields weak convergence. To conclude we need only repeat
the above argument with a sequence [*i] converging to zero a to use once
more a diagonal process to finally get a subsequence [un] converging to
some u* weakly in H 1loc(0 "[a1 , ..., ad]).
To show that |u*|#1 almost everywhere we remark that we can assume
besides weak H1 convergence that [un] converges to u* almost everywhere
in 0. Using Theorem 8 we know that
|
0
f ( |un | )(x) dxC=2n ,
and therefore
lim
n   |0 f ( |un | )(x) dx=0,
which implies because of our assumptions on f that |un |  1 almost
everywhere and, finally |u*|#1 a.e. The Theorem is proved. K
Note added in proof. After we submitted this paper, we learned that
similar results had been obtained by R. Jerrard. His results cover also the
higher dimensional case.
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